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The judging panel
that wrapped up
the winners for
this year’s Gold
Pack Awards were
(behind) Ralph von
Veh, Wendy Knowler,
Annabé Pretorius
and Kishan Singh;
and (in front) Andy
Rice, Gunnar Sigge,
Bill Marshall and
Charles Muller.

Innovative design
and technology receive
Gold Pack recognition

Contents

AN innovative square-shaped paint container with a
flip-top lid that locks open to become the painter’s
roller tray, advances in in-mould labelling and
injection moulding, dog food packed in flat-bottom
pouches with convenient Velcro closures, a one-litre
amber-coloured returnable glass beer bottle – these
are just a few examples of the many packs that were
named as gold medallists in this year’s Gold Pack
Awards.
As always, adjudication was a laborious process,
with the judges bringing remarkable talents, erudition,
technical knowledge and expertise to the table. At the
end of two full days of judging, including much debate
and some argument, it was agreed that 43 entries
should be awarded ‘finalist’ status. They represented 27
converters and 37 brand owners.
Those subsequently elected as medal winners and
the recipient of the overall Gold Pack Trophy are
revealed this evening at the Inanda Club and results
chronicled in this brochure. Huge thanks are recorded
to the judges for their good-natured and professional
approach to a tough task.
The Gold Pack Awards committee also gratefully
acknowledge the financial support given by sponsors,
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without whom this ambitious programme couldn’t
function. Their names and logos are displayed on
page 5.
It’s clear from the results that South Africa’s packaging is world-class. And that’s what the Gold Pack
Awards are all about – promoting and encouraging
world-class excellence in packaging design and
technology. They’re also about fostering co-operation
across the packaging supply chain. It’s gratifying, too,
that sustainability and environmental awareness are
increasingly obvious in both entries and accolades.
We hope tonight’s celebrations will inspire the packaging chain to ever-more lofty heights.
Congratulations to all the winners! Undoubtedly,
Gold Pack – established in 1974 – is entrenched as the
premier event for South Africa’s packaging fraternity.

Gill Loubser FIPkg (SA)
Joint Publisher: PACKAGiNG & Print Media
(Media Partner: Gold Pack Awards)
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THE IPSA GOLD PACK
TROPHY 2018

Name of Entry Flip ’n Roll
Entrant Olympic Paints
Converter Koogan Plastics
Brand Owner Olympic Paints
AWARD: IPSA GOLD PACK TROPHY
While a conventional 20-litre round bucket requires
paint to be poured into a tray to allow even roller
application, this innovative square-shaped pack
features a flip-top lid that locks into the open position to
become the painter’s roller tray. In addition, the square
shape saves space during distribution and facilitates
display at retail level. This stackable pack, carrying
its own filled weight to a height of four buckets, also
features a triple-lock system and tamper-evident seal.

SPONSORS
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FOOD PACKAGING MEDAL WINNERS
Name of Entry Sally Williams African Collection
Entrant Masterpack (Bidvest Paperplus)
Converter Masterpack (Bidvest Paperplus)
Brand Owner Sally Williams
AWARD: GOLD
Printing in four process colours plus metallic gold,
plus a combination of matte coating and spot
UV gloss varnish, gold hot stamping foil, precision
die-cutting and gluing are among the features that
come together to create a top-quality pack that’s
world-class yet proudly South African. The judges
applauded the ‘extraordinary finishing’.

Name of Entry Rama metallic in-mould labelled tubs
Entrants RPC Marcom Plastics, Siqalo Foods and
Verstraete-IML
Converters RPC Marcom Plastics and Verstraete-IML
Brand Owner Siqalo Foods
AWARD: GOLD
South Africa’s first metallic in-mould labelled tub has
been achieved by overcoming the static electricity
barrier inherent in the process, allowing the brand
owner to consolidate branding between margarine
bricks and tubs.

Name of Entry Lancewood Spread Delight 200g tubs
Entrant Polyoak Packaging
Converter Dairypack Tubs (Polyoak Packaging)
Brand Owner Lancewood Holdings
AWARD: GOLD
This entry marks South Africa’s first tub with an in-mould
label successfully applied to the tub’s concave
sides and across the lid’s dropdown tab, designed
to assist with opening. Advanced injection moulding
technology enables thin-walled sections to create a
lightweight, uniquely-shaped pack that doesn’t panel
when hot-filled at 80°C. The lid closes securely without
affecting the foil seal.
Name of Entry Crown National 100g seasoning shaker
Entrant t3 Plastic Packaging
Converter t3 Plastic Packaging
Brand Owner Crown National
AWARD: SILVER
This tamper-proof container with its double-hinged
cap, a first-of-its-kind locally in the category, ensures
product freshness from source to consumer. The pack
incorporates a shaker that offers both a sprinkler and
spoon-sift function.
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FOOD PACKAGING FINALISTS
Name of Entry 200g tamper-evident tub and lid
Entrant Classic Closures/Classic Medical Mouldings
Converter Classic Closures/Classic Medical Mouldings
Brand Owner Woolworths
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry Cadbury bar-to-block promotion
Entrant Constantia Flexibles
Converter Constantia Flexibles
Brand Owner Mondelez
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry First Choice Dessert Topping tubes
Entrant RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Converter RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Brand Owner Woodlands Dairy
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry Jungle Muesli pouches
Entrant Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics
Converter Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics
Brand Owner Tiger Brands
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry Willards Crinkle Cut Bunny Chow Chips
Entrants Constantia Flexibles and National Brands
Converter Constantia Flexibles
Brand Owner National Brands
AWARD: FINALIST

www.packagingmag.co.za
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Star of Africa
Packaging produced outside of South Africa but on the African
continent. We hope to see this category grow in future years not only
for packaging produced outside of South Africa but also for packaging
produced in South Africa specifically for markets in the rest of Africa.
Name of Entry Tira Coffee
Entrant Africa Polysack
Converter Africa Polysack
Brand Owner Tira Coffee, Kenya
AWARD: STAR OF AFRICA: SILVER
The gusseted 100g multilayer pouch is printed flexographically in
eight colours. The high-quality finish has attracted both consumers
and other brand owners who are finding the enhanced visual
appeal a perfect sales stimulant.

Name of Entry Dola
Entrants Africa Polysack
Converter Africa Polysack
Brand Owner Eldoret Grains, Kenya
AWARD: STAR OF AFRICA: BRONZE
BOPP film technology is new to this region; this is one of the first
applications in the East African market. The empty bag can
be used as a carrier bag and plays a critical role in secondary
advertisement of the packed product.

½ CONSTANTIA AFRIPACK
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PET FOOD MEDAL WINNERS
Name of Entry Montego Pet Nutrition
Field+Forest flat-bottom pouches
Entrants Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics
and Novaflex
Converter Constantia Flexibles
Brand Owner Montego
AWARD: GOLD
This family of five dog food variants is presented
in flat-bottom pouches, featuring superb
graphics, printed with a matte finish. The packs
also feature a Velcro closure – the first such
closure produced in South Africa for the pet
food market. The judges commended the
pack’s graphics, printing, finish, format and
Velcro closure, all of which set the product apart
while delivering cost efficiencies for the brand
owner.

Name of Entry Bobtail 1.5kg
Entrants ITB Manufacturing t/a ITB Plastics
Converter ITB Manufacturing t/a ITB Plastics
Brand Owner RCL Foods South Africa
AWARD: SILVER
The challenge for the converter was to deliver a pack
that would differentiate the brand from competitive
products by improving on shelf-presence, perceived
quality and functionality. The result was a pet food
range that merges marketing with convenience and
also exhibits excellent packaging technology.

Name of Entry Feline Cuisine 2kg bag
Entrants ITB Manufacturing t/a ITB Plastics
Converter ITB Manufacturing t/a ITB Plastics
Brand Owner RCL Foods South Africa
AWARD: BRONZE
This entry makes innovative use of technical capabilities
– including the application of a gloss finish with a
metallised substrate to achieve a sophisticated bag.
The packaging’s tensile strength and creative design
results in a visually-appealing product with great shelfpresence, while the zip-seal creates lasting freshness.

www.packagingmag.co.za
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PET FOOD FINALIST
Name of Entry Nutriphase Dog Biscuits tin
Entrants Packology
Converter Packology
Brand Owner Pick n Pay
AWARD: FINALIST

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS MEDAL WINNER
Name of Entry Flip ’n Roll
Entrant Olympic Paints
Converter Koogan Plastics
Brand Owner Olympic Paints
AWARD: GOLD
The judges had no difficulty recognising the excellence of
the development, design and execution of this pack. A
conventional 20-litre round bucket requires paint to be poured
into a tray to allow for even roller application. This innovative
square-shaped pack features a flip-top lid that locks into
the open position to become the painter’s roller tray. In
addition, the square shape saves space during distribution
and facilitates display at retail level. These stackable packs,
carrying their own filled weight to a height of four buckets,
feature a triple lock system and a tamper-evident seal.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES MEDAL WINNERS
Name of Entry One-litre returnable bottle for Castle
Lager and Carling Black Label
Entrant Consol Glass
Converter Consol Glass
Brand Owner AB-InBev
AWARD: GOLD
South Africa’s first one-litre
amber returnable glass
bottle recognises the
country’s rich and deeplyentrenched culture of
sharing. It’s a perfect fit
for the mainstream beer
drinker who likes to share
with friends. This innovative
bottle was especially
designed to fit into its own
returnable crate once
empty, making it easy for
beer drinkers to return the
bottle for reuse or recycling.
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Name of Entry Korrelkou
Entrant Packology
Converters Ink on Labels, Packology and Revolution
Brand Owner Stag & Sons Distillers
AWARD: BRONZE
This entry caused animated
debate among judges,
proving its worthiness for
recognition. A light-hearted
packaging presentation of a
South African product aimed
at a specific local culture by
appealing humorously to a
love of practicality, this 750ml
liqueur pack incorporates
a free shot glass positioned
over the cap. All packaging
elements are standard
items held together with a
horizontally-perforated shrink
sleeve.
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ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FINALISTS
Name of Entry 750ml spirits bottle
Entrant Consol Glass
Converter Consol Glass
Brand Owner Distell
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry Castle Lite 910ml bottle
Entrant Consol Glass
Converter Consol Glass
Brand Owner AB-In Bev
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry Firstwatch Whisky 750ml
and one-litre bottles
Entrant Consol Glass
Converter Consol Glass
Brand Owner E Snell
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry Hunters Edge
Entrant MCC Label Johannesburg
Converter MCC Label Johannesburg
Brand Owner Distell
AWARD: FINALIST

www.packagingmag.co.za
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NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
MEDAL WINNERS
Name of Entry Ella Cappuccino 75ml tub
Entrant Polyoak Packaging
Converter Dairypack Tubs
Brand Owner Star Gate Innovations
AWARD: GOLD

Name of Entry Nestlé Pure Life 500ml bottle
Entrant Nampak
Converter Nampak
Brand Owner Clover
AWARD: SILVER

This pack marks a
breakthrough for
consumers seeking
premium quality
cappuccino at an
accessible price point.
It is South Africa’s first plastic
in-mould labelled barrier tub,
retortable at 118°C, an innovation
that extends shelf life of preservative-free, ambient
espresso products to six months. The pack includes
a specially-shaped foaming device that echoes the
brand’s logo, especially designed for easy insertion
and maximum froth creation when shaken. The pack
stacks compactly and securely, making it ideal for the
hospitality and airline industries, replacing cumbersome
coffee machines.

Meeting demands for environmental
sustainability, this is the lightest PET bottle
for its size in South Africa. Its weight has
been reduced from 17.2g to 12.5g.
Numerous design and process
changes were needed to ensure
the bottle met the brand owner’s
expectations. A change in neck design
to a lightweight 29/25 neck was the first
step; the base design was improved to
ensure strength of filled bottles; and a
lightweight 1.4g closures was included.
Nitrogen dosing ensures filled bottles
remain rigid, despite the reduced
weight, and resist denting and
damage during handling and
transportation.

½ POLYOAK
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Name of Entry Nestlé Hot Chocolate pouch
Entrant Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics
Converter Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics
Brand Owner Nestlé South Africa
AWARD: BRONZE
The transition to a stylish pouch for this product reduced
packaging components, yet matched the barrier
properties of previous packaging. This re-engineering
reduces landfill impact and transport costs, while
improving shelf presence and helping to drive sales.
The pack stands upright on the shelf with wide frontfacing display panels, allowing an uncluttered design
that combines easy-to-absorb information with
aesthetic appeal. The zip lock offers easy opening and
reclosing for the consumer.
6026 Clover Pure life_Eng_276x210

6026/PURELIFE/E

Good hydration for the whole family.
Being well-hydrated is vital for good health. Give your family Nestlé Pure
Life water and maintain the body’s water balance by drinking at least
1,5 litres of water a day and enjoy its great hydrating effect.
Drink Better. Live Better.
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NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FINALISTS
Name of Entry Barker & Quinn 200ml bottles
Entrant Consol Glass
Converter Consol Glass
Brand Owner Barker & Quinn
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry Biozest Energy Management Drink
Entrant MCC Label Durban
Converter MCC Label Durban
Brand Owner Biozest
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry THIRSTi Still
Water interactive label
Entrants Uniprint and
THIRSTi Water
Converter Uniprint
Brand Owner THIRSTi Water
AWARD: FINALIST
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Name of Entry Ellis Brown Coffee
Creamer sachet
Entrants Constantia Flexibles and
National Brands
Converter Constantia Flexibles
Brand Owner National Brands
AWARD: FINALIST
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HEALTH & BEAUTY MEDAL WINNERS
Name of Entry Satiskin shower gel dispensers
Entrants Syndicate Graphics and Amka Products
Converters RPC Astrapak and Golden Era
Brand Owner Amka Products
AWARD: GOLD
Each variant of this range carries a strong individual
image and concept while binding to overall brand
architecture, not only across the fragrances but also
across pack sizes. Each talks to a different emotional
appeal but retains the style, look and feel of the original
foam bath. The organic shape and curves of the foam
bath are echoed in the ergonomic shape of the 400ml
and one-litre bottles. Fine details, such as the twotone caps, visi-strip, carefully crafted typography and
effective use of shrink sleeves, create a strong brand
identity that keys into the overall ‘take your moment’
concept underpinning the brand.

Name of Entry Nutriwoman Derma Care tubes
Entrant RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Converter RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Brand Owner CW Pharmaceuticals
AWARD: SILVER
This range of facial care shows the impact of clean
simple design in the establishment of a powerful and
attractive brand identity. It uses simple clean printing,
foiling, a well-chosen font and a vision window to
create a sophisticated skin care range. The printed
tubes offer a price and process advantage as they
eliminate the need for a label without compromising
print quality. They show that silkscreen printing can
effectively deliver good design and continued
development in the personal care market.

Name of Entry Rooibos Spa Shower Butter and Hand
Butter tubes
Entrant RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Converter RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Brand Owner Annique Health & Beauty
AWARD: BRONZE
A combination of intricate flexographic printing
and recyclable LDPE produced these tubes to woo
consumers. Printed using six colours on a round
tube, this entry illustrates the power and versatility of
flexographic printing and the converter’s skill to deliver
quality graphics and fine printing on a difficult substrate
and format. The fine detail of the visuals set against a
smooth white background is impactful. The fine type
on the back panel, despite being small and ultra-thin,
shows no sign of spreading or clogging.

www.packagingmag.co.za
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HEALTH & BEAUTY FINALISTS
Name of Entry Rejuvenesse
Entrant Britepak
Converter Britepak
Brand Owner Hersol
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry TRESemmé Shampoo
900ml pack @ 25% RHDPE
Entrants Unilever South Africa and
RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Converter RPC Astrapak Consupaq
Brand Owner Unilever South Africa
AWARD: FINALIST

½ BRITEPAK
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TRANSIT AND OTHER MEDAL WINNERS
Name of Entry Fishaways family sharing meal carton
Entrant Mpact
Converter Mpact Corrugated Gauteng
Brand Owner Famous Brands
AWARD:GOLD
This quick service food packaging replaces the
previous polystyrene pack with a cost-effective
and environmentally-friendly alternative. The pack
features a tapered shape and consists of an easilyassembled base tray and a removable sliding sleeve
with locking tabs and serviette slot. The pack is printed
flexographically on food-safe, FSC-certified board that
is fully recyclable. During production, the base and
sleeve are nested as a unit, flexo-printed and rotary
die-cut in a single pass and then bundle wrapped to
prevent contamination from outside sources. Load
utilisation of corrugated board is more than double
that of the previous polystyrene packaging, saving
warehouse and logistical costs.
Name of Entry Devil’s Peak promotional beer packs
Entrant Mpact
Converter Mpact Corrugated Western Cape
Brand Owner Devil’s Peak
AWARD: SILVER
This innovative, easily-transportable packaging is ideal
for point-of-sale with creative features for product
display and brand identification. These attractive
E-flute corrugated boxes cleverly incorporate ‘foldin’ features that expose the bottles. In addition, an
innovative spade-shaped cut-out represents the
brand’s logo. When erected, the spade shape is threedimensional as it is positioned on two adjacent corners.
The packaging is hand-erected and self-locking,
eliminating the need for glueing or taping. Packed
cartons can be directly stacked on a pallet and do not
require an outer shipper.

Name of Entry Steers Perfect Four Sharing
Entrant Mpact
Converter Mpact Corrugated Gauteng
Brand Owner Famous Brands
AWARD: BRONZE
This fast food packaging delivers four burgers and two
portions of chips in a convenient and innovative way
to encourage consumers to share a great time and
a value eating experience. The innovative pack subtly
encourages ‘upselling’ with food compartmentalised in
a breathable, heat-retaining and protective take-away
format. The food-safe, environmentally
sustainable pack features a carry handle
for ‘on-the-move’ consumers and is
instantly recognisable with iconic
branding.

www.packagingmag.co.za
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A MULTIPLE AWARD WINNING COMPANY
Tropic Plastic & Packaging has been providing customers with the best in packaging
solutions for over 50 years.
Our core business is manufacturing of polyethylene films and its derivatives, printing
and converting of flexible packaging in various forms, as well as lamination. Today,
Tropic Plastic has grown to be one of the most modern and well equipped plastic
packaging converters in Southern Africa.
Tropic Plastic & Packaging is home to the largest flexible printing, extrusion and
wicket capacity under one roof in South Africa.
Tropic is committed to offering its blue chip customers the highest quality packaging
and service – backed up by its SABS ISO 22000:2005 Quality & Food Safety
Management System.

Tel: +27 (31) 468 1534
|
Email: info@tropicplastic.co.za
340 Chamberlain Road, Jacobs, Durban

www.tropicplastic.co.za
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TRANSIT AND OTHER FINALISTS
Name of Entry In 2 Foods Chum Fruit Bites
Entrant Mpact
Converter Mpact Corrugated Western Cape
Brand Owner Grant Rushmere/In 2 Foods
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry 12 x 500ml Castle Lite
Entrants Tropic Plastic & Packaging Industry and AB-InBev
Converter Tropic Plastic & Packaging Industry
Brand Owner AB-InBev
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry 24 x 440ml Windhoek Lager Draught
Entrants Tropic Plastic & Packaging Industry and Heineken
Converter Tropic Plastic & Packaging Industry
Brand Owner Heineken
AWARD: FINALIST

½ MPACT CORRUGATED
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TRANSIT AND OTHER FINALISTS
Name of Entry Magic Can
Entrants Sherwin-Williams and Hulamin
Converters Sherwin-Williams and Hulamin
Brand Owners Sherwin-Williams and Hulamin
AWARD: FINALIST

Name of Entry PRO-10 Strap
Entrant Extrupet
Converter Extrupet
Brand Owner n/a
AWARD: FINALIST

½ PRO-10 STRAP
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SUBSTRATE EXCELLENCE AWARDS
While the Gold Pack structure is product category driven, aligning with international
contests, it’s traditional to recognise top entries among packaging substrates, with
the focus primarily on technical issues and particular challenges.
Name of Entry One-litre returnable bottle for Castle Lager and Carling Black Label
Entrant Consol Glass
Converter Consol Glass
Brand Owner AB-InBev
AWARD: BEST IN GLASS: GOLD
This first-of-a-kind, one-litre returnable amber glass bottle is a perfect fit for mainstream beer
drinkers who like to share with friends. This innovative bottle is designed to fit into its own
returnable crate, simplifying the return of bottles for reuse or recycling. This bottle also offers
exceptional value for money, making it attractive to cash-strapped consumers in a tough
economic climate.

Name of Entry Castle Lite 910ml bottle
Entrant Consol Glass
Converter Consol Glass
Brand Owner AB-InBev
AWARD: BEST IN GLASS: SILVER
In a well-worn category, innovation is a challenge not easily met. This 910ml bottle is
the first returnable premium beer bottle to feature a screw top. This design stands out
from competitors with its new size and green glass. Despite the bottle’s stylish design
and the beer’s premium quality, however, the price remains affordable, allowing the
brand to be the entry point into the premium beer category.

Name of Entry Magic Can
Entrants Sherwin-Williams and Hulamin
Converters Sherwin-Williams and Hulamin
Brand Owners Sherwin-Williams and Hulamin
AWARD: BEST IN METAL: BRONZE
This end-piece closure for metal cans represents a breakthrough in the design of pigmented
coatings for metal packaging. Traditionally, pigmented coatings applied to metal beverage
can components, especially darker colours for can ends, exhibit scuffing during fabrication. In
this dual system, a base colour and a clear, post-lube over-varnish are applied to minimise the
visual impact of such scuffing.

Name of Entry Flip ’n Roll
Entrant Olympic Paints
Converter Koogan Plastics
Brand Owner Olympic Paints
AWARD: BEST IN RIGID PLASTICS: GOLD
This 20 litre paint bucket with its flip-top lid for convenient use as a paint tray has other
outstanding features. The square shape saves space in distribution and display at retail
level. The buckets are stackable and carry their own filled weight to a height of four
buckets. The pack has a triple lock system and a tamper-proof seal.

21
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Name of Entry Ella Cappuccino 75ml tub
Entrant Polyoak Packaging
Converter Dairypack Tubs
Brand Owner Star Gate Innovations
AWARD: BEST IN RIGID PLASTICS: SILVER
This is South Africa’s first polypropylene in-mould labelled barrier tub suitable for retorting
at 118°C. The pack allows an extended shelf life of six months for the preservative-free,
ambient espresso product. An insert that echoes the shape of the brand’s logo is used as
the foaming device. Device and pack are designed for easy insertion, maximum froth
creation, and complete emptying.

Name of Entry Crown National 100g seasoning shaker
Entrant t3 Plastic Packaging
Converter t3 Plastic Packaging
Brand Owner Crown National
AWARD: BEST IN RIGID PLASTICS: BRONZE
This development is a culmination of three cleverly-engineered
components that perfectly combine form and function to produce a
unique and practical shaker. The double-hinged cap is the first of its
kind in the market and superbly meets the brief for a shaker that offers
both a sprinkler and spoon sift function.
Name of Entry Montego Pet Nutrition
Field+Forest flat-bottom pouches
Entrants Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics, Montego
and Novaflex
Converters Constantia Flexibles Pouch
Dynamics and Novaflex
Brand Owner Montego
AWARD: BEST IN FLEXIBLE PACKAGING: GOLD
These flat-bottom pet food bags are constructed from a PET/
metallised PET/LDPE laminate. The use of a Velcro closure is a first
in South Africa for this size pack, while the matte finish not only
reduces glare on-shelf but breaks away from the traditional highgloss appearance, giving these bags a true point of difference.
Name of Entry Satiskin shower gel dispensers
Entrants Syndicate Graphics and Amka Products
Converters RPC Astrapak and Golden Era
Brand Owner Amka Products
AWARD: BEST IN FLEXIBLE PACKAGING: SILVER
The shrink labels for this range of shower gels convey the characteristic theme and
architecture of the original successful foam bath pack. The flowing shape of the
base bottle is well utilised and managed by the shrink label’s graphics and the quality
printing assists in maintaining the brand’s evocative brand identity.

Name of Entry Nestlé Hot Chocolate pouch
Entrant Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics
Converter Constantia Flexibles Pouch Dynamics
Brand Owner Nestlé South Africa
AWARD: BEST IN FLEXIBLE PACKAGING: BRONZE
An alternative to a rigid plastic bottle, this pouch reduces packaging and
components, lessens landfill impact, reduces transport costs, matches the barrier
properties required and improves on-shelf impact. The clear PET laminated to
metallised PET and MLDPE is gravure printed in eight colours. The pouch stands
upright with no sagging and presents wide display panels for on-shelf presence
and communication.
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Name of Entry Sally Williams African Collection
Entrant Masterpack (Bidvest Paperplus)
Converter Masterpack (Bidvest Paperplus)
Brand Owner Sally Williams
AWARD: BEST IN PAPER PACKAGING: GOLD
These packs are printed using four process colours,
gold hot stamping foil and a combination of matte
coating and spot gloss UV varnish to create an
impressive range. The challenge of achieving this
excellent result is increased without the use of a
premium grade board. The result underlines South
Africa’s ability to produce world-class products in worldclass packaging and receive international acclaim.

Name of Entry Fishaways family sharing meal carton
Entrant Mpact
Converter Mpact Corrugated Gauteng
Brand Owner Famous Brands
AWARD: BEST IN PAPER PACKAGING: SILVER
This pack for the quick service restaurant market
features a tapered shape and consists of an easilyassembled base tray and a removable sliding sleeve
with locking tabs and serviette slot. During production,
the base and sleeve are nested as a unit, flexo printed
and rotary die-cut in a single pass and then bundle
wrapped to prevent contamination.

SUSTAINABILTY AWARDS
Name of Entry Fishaways family sharing meal carton
Entrant Mpact
Converter Mpact Corrugated Gauteng
Brand Owner Famous Brands
AWARD: SUSTAINABILITY: GOLD
This entry demonstrates that sustainability need not be a costly
objective. Costs are cardinal to a brand in the highly competitive
quick service restaurant market. This pack not only offers a sustainable
packaging option but also a unit cost saving, effectively increasing
margins for all. The corrugated papers contain a high percentage
of recovered fibre, are FSC certified, food safe and fully recyclable
after use. The full recyclability of this pack makes the product a truly
sustainable solution that never needs to enter landfill.

Name of Entry Nestlé Pure Life 500ml bottle
Entrant Nampak
Converter Nampak
Brand Owner Clover
AWARD: SUSTAINABILITY: SILVER
This 500ml bottle is the lightest PET bottle for its size in South Africa
and is fully recyclable. The bottle weight was reduced to 12.5g from
the previous 17g. This was achieved with a number of construction
enhancements, including a change to the neck dimensions and the
base design. The addition of nitrogen dosing ensures the filled bottle
remains rigid, resisting denting and damage during distribution and
handling despite its lighter weight. The bottle also features a 1.4g closure.
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The industry voice of Africa
PACKAGiNG & Print Media congratulates all
winners and finalists in the 2018 Gold Pack
Awards.
As the voice of South Africa’s packaging industry
and as Gold Pack’s official media partner, PPM
is proud to report on consistent improvements in
world-class packaging design and technology,
including increased awareness of environmental
matters and recyclability.
PPM also salutes the packaging supply chain’s
resilience and its ongoing commitment to cooperation and innovation.
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